Huawei Twitter and Facebook July 24 – August 5

ICT's contributions to keeping people safe & saving lives during the pandemic have been monumental. Find out more about its social value & the various innovative applications at Huawei’s BETTER WORLD SUMMIT 2020. Stay tuned for details: tinyurl.com/ycovweno

Huawei is not afraid of any roadblocks thrown its way. Every challenge is an opportunity to learn and innovate. This spirit has led us to where we are today. #WeAreHuawei tinyurl.com/y878zkw3

How are you taking care of yourself today? How about using your Watch GT to hit that step goal. #SelfCareDay

Policy and innovation go hand in hand. #Futureis5G tinyurl.com/y7za3pvz
South Africa will leverage on digital technologies to forge a stronger economy. Find out how from Minister of Communications and Digital Technologies Stella Ndabeni-Abrahams. Join Huawei's #BWS summit from July 27-30: tinyurl.com/ycovweno

Described as "one of the most sporty smartwatches" out there, read in @gizmochina how the Huawei #WatchGT2e "exceeded expectations." tinyurl.com/y96ayy7e

Sleek and sporty, the Huawei #WatchGT2e's unbeatable battery life and fast charging can keep up with the most active user. Read more on @9to5Google. tinyurl.com/ycm6d5e

Have you heard about our #ICT Academy? Uncover how we're bringing education to people around the world. tinyurl.com/y8kzrr39
Another #TechTuesday? This one is going down at 4pm ET on 7/28. Share your questions about how technology is transforming the healthcare industry and our own TimDanks will be sharing answers right here! #AskHuaweiUSA

HEALTHCARE TRANSFORMATION Q&A
with Tim Danks
VP, Risk Management & Partner Relations at Huawei USA
Tuesday, July 28, at 2 p.m. ET
#TECHTUESDAYQ&A

HuaweiUSA • Jul 26
There is much value to diversity. Hear from @HuaweiCanada CSO Olivera Zatezalo as she encourages women to speak up and lend their voices to create a safer place for all. #Tech4Her tinyurl.com/y7397mq

It's not women versus men. We are here to collaborate and help us move forward.
Olivera Zatezalo
Chief Security Officer
Huawei Canada

Women Leading the Way In Cybersecurity
#TrustInTech

HuaweiUSA • Jul 26
Need tech that enables you to unlock your full potential? Learn why @Goosed_IE calls the Huawei #MatePadPro a "productivity beast." tinyurl.com/ycz4u4zq

Learn how HuaweiThemes brings #ArtInTech to life by letting 6,000 creators connect with over 400 million users & make a living money bag. #WhosHuawei
Join #TimDanks at @CareerSourcePBC's REACH2020 to discuss tech and innovation for individuals with unique needs on July 26 at 1-3:30 p.m. ET. tinyurl.com/y6ymwpqw

Industries need to have the right tools, technology & experts to get ahead. During Huawei's #BWS, Rotating Chairman @GuoPing_Huawei invites carriers to leverage Huawei's capabilities & work together to unlock #5G's full potential. Find out more: tinyurl.com/yyo29sa6

They don't call it awe-stralia for nothing. Take a look at Sydney over 24-hours, all shot on the #P40Pro.

On day 1 of Huawei's #BWS, Rotating Chairman @GuoPing_Huawei stressed that tech synergy will unlock #5G's potential & drive commercial success. Industry experts & millions of attendees from over 80 countries explored how ICT can power new economic growth. tinyurl.com/y4zm4wck
Carriers need to fortify 4 areas of network construction & business development to unleash network potential & encourage business growth as COVID-19 persists, said President of Carrier BG Ryan Ding at Huawei's #BWS. Read on to learn more: tinyurl.com/y3jm3b3

Huawei's rotating chairman Guo Ping, Ryan Ding and Chen LiFang will join the Better World Summit this year from July 27-30. Register now to learn how #ICT can help fight against the pandemic. #FutureIsConnected tinyurl.com/yd4r2r7g

Join our ongoing celebration of the #ADA30. Join us for a free give-away. Thank you ©HuaweiUSA for supporting our community. #AXSChat #RuhGlobal #ADA #disabilityinclusion #disabilities #inclusion #prizes #SDGs
Eradicating disease requires understanding it first. How much is there to know? The research is piling up and scientists are using @HUAWEI_CLOUD's #EIHealth to sift through it fast. Here's how. tinyurl.com/ybz5sycz

#5G's the life source of the telecom industry, shares President of Carrier BG Ryan Ding at Huawei's #BWS. Carriers must make wise & strategic decisions and work with a tech partner that has the right expertise to growth their business. Learn more: tinyurl.com/y3nsvnhi

It's day 2 of #BWS! We teamed up with @AnalysysMason to find out how #5G is enabling positive climate changes. Read our new white paper for the full story. tinyurl.com/yy9emz2e

With the #P40, @stalman captured the beautiful Grassi Lake Trail in Canada. Take a look at these long range shots. #VisionaryPhotography
TechTuesday Q: I’m an ER nurse, how can 5G help medical professionals in hospitals? #AskHuaweiUSA

Got questions? #TimDanks has answers! #TechTuesday starts now. #AskHuaweiUSA

No matter how hard the trek, we’ll do everything we can to provide connectivity to underserved communities.

TechTuesday Q: Do you see any downsides to there being more technology in hospitals? Won’t this put people in rural areas with weak connectivity at risk? #AskHuaweiUSA
Q: Did Huawei choose to get involved in the healthcare space because of the pandemic? #AskHuaweiUSA

Q: I see so many other countries actually using health tech. What is Huawei doing that is working in other places? #AskHuaweiUSA

Q: I'm a fitness influencer, how can I get your watches in America? Any recommendations? #AskHuaweiUSA

Q: isn't there a security risk with allowing tech companies like Huawei to access healthcare data? #AskHuaweiUSA
Happy International Tiger Day! We're celebrating the use of tech to protect tigers & their habitat. Test your knowledge: What species of tiger is pictured? Answer below and learn more about how we're helping to protect big cats: tinyurl.com/y7hya5xo #TECH4ALL

Amur Tiger: 55.6%
Malayan Tiger: 22.2%
Bengal Tiger: 22.2%

Tiger numbers have dwindled for decades. But tech now enables experts to gather data in real time and better protect the species & its habitat. Watch to learn more & read about #Huawei #TECH4ALL #InternationalTigerDay tinyurl.com/yxQ5qon

How is @HUAWEI_CLOUD primed to build a smartcity? Find out how its experience and #AI expertise play a key role, tinyurl.com/ydbcaqtr

Keys to a Smart City

Dr. Feng Limin, National Forestry and Grassland Administration, Amur Tiger and Amur Leopards Monitoring and Research Center, China.

Every day we get...
Don't miss this important conversation - and enter the giveaway!
kingsumo.com/g/Boss4k/ada-3...

Debra Ruh @debraruh • Jul 29
#ADA30 Celebration with @LaMondre_P and @debraruh plus a cool Tech Giveaway from @HuaweiUSA! youtu.be/BWLJ1CHRFq0 via @YouTube. Please consider a #like and #subscribe on our #YouTube Channel.

HuaweiUSA Retweeted
Debra Ruh @debraruh • Jul 29
#ADA30 Celebration with @LaMondre_P and @debraruh plus a cool Tech Giveaway from @HuaweiUSA! youtu.be/BWLJ1CHRFq0 via @YouTube. Please consider a #like and #subscribe on our #YouTube Channel.

HuaweiUSA @HuaweiUSA • Jul 29
Have you heard? From great comfort and easy use to quality active noise-cancellation, @AndroidAuthority says the Huawei #FreeBuds3i offer "great features on a budget." tinyurl.com/y5jdoo5m

HuaweiUSA @HuaweiUSA • Jul 29
Technology must work for everyone and must represent the requirements and needs for us all. @debraruh explores how tech can be used to help the world achieve gender equality. #Tech4Her tinyurl.com/y6k7r9nk

Technology can help to create a smarter, greener and more connected world. At Huawei's BWS, Corporate SVP Catherine Chen says collaboration & creativity will ensure no one gets left behind. This is everyone's future. #FutureIsConnected #TECH4ALL tinyurl.com/y2wxfv8r
The future is on its way. Making roads safer with technology.

Drowsy driving results in upwards of 6,000 fatal crashes in the U.S. every year.

Unlocking your device like never before. #SmartLife #innovation

Get access to unlimited capabilities all at your fingertips.

Is there a simple, smart & green answer to meeting the huge power requirements of the data-driven #5G world? We say yes. #DigitalPower
"what an achievement! Experience visionary photography, style & innovation with Huawei. tinyurl.com/yylh88ts"

Dates from Q1 2015 to Q2 2020

Source: Canalys

Paired with the M pencil, the MatePadPro is the perfect tool for creativity and visualization. See how @studioMUTi brought dreams to life.

You can say @AlanLoughnane1 is a fan of our smartwatches. Read his full review of the WatchGT2e via @JOEdotie. tinyurl.com/y2fbh97j

Route Speed Charts Details

Heart rate (bpm)

Average 162
Maximum 178

See the beautiful sights of New Zealand at every hour of the day through the lens of the Huawei P40Pro.
From improved healthcare to better schooling, the opportunities of 5G are limitless. tinyurl.com/y4wz8vns

5G can offer an opportunity to save lives. It is transformative and you can deploy it in different ways. But you need incentives, you need collaborations, and different mindsets.

Paul Scanlan
Chief Technology Officer of Huawei's Carrier Business Group

Protecting our ecosystems can't wait. Listen as SVP of Public Affairs @HuaweiUSA, JoyTan, & CEO of @RainforestCX, TopherWhite, discuss how their organizations develop and implement technology to protect rainforests. #GuardiansoftheRainforest #TECH4ALL tinyurl.com/y6plfjga

Sharing is caring! Happy #AmericanFamiliesDay. tinyurl.com/y4bupnpq

It's still summer, but we're starting to think about school starting up. Tune in on Twitter at 2 p.m. ET for a #TechTuesday Q&A with Daniel Sieberg about Huawei's role in education. #AskHuaweiUSA

#TECHTUESDAY
EDUCATION Q&A
with Daniel Sieberg
VP, Public Relations at Huawei USA
August 4, at 2 p.m. ET
- StuffTV calls Huawei's P40 Pro Plus "the best camera phone in 2020." See why. tinyurl.com/y5yS3ent

Free yourself from tangled wires, bulky bricks and low-battery anxiety. Your phone is going to love this. tinyurl.com/yypDabe6

These days it seems impossible to keep our mobile devices charged...

With the lack of digital and network support, children in rural areas are being left behind. Here's how Huawei helps brighten the minds of future generations with digital learning. TECH4ALL tinyurl.com/y6za3e8l

How can AI elevate the potential of 5G? Find out on August 5 at 2 p.m. ET. Register now to hear @mohamedmadkour, @neil_sahota and @WillTownTech speak about the subject. tinyurl.com/y6xo9rth

WEBINAR: HOW AI APPLICATIONS WILL MAKE 5G NETWORKS MORE INTELLIGENT AND EFFICIENT

With Dr. Mohamed Madkour, VP Global Wireless & Cloud Core Network Marketing and Solutions, Huawei Technologies, Professor Neil Sahota, Chief Innovation Officer, University of California, Irvine School of Law, Joe Barrett, President, Global Mobile Suppliers Association (Moderator) and Will Townsend, Telecommunications Industry Analyst.

REGISTER NOW Wed., August 5, 2-3 p.m. EST
I’J'! .©buzzdotie spent a month with the MateXS and absolutely loved it. Read on to see why it’s “a head-turning machine”, tinyurl.com/yxmb7jto

Huawei USA©Huawei USA • Aug 4

Huawei’s growth overseas didn’t come easy. #WeAreHuawei tinyurl.com/y2839r5

Show this thread

who’s ready for ©TechTuesday? ©siebergd is answering your questions about educationtech - tune in right here. #AskHuaweiUSA

#TECHTUESDAY

EDUCATION Q&A

with Daniel Sieberg
VP, Public Relations
at Huawei USA

August 4, at 2 p.m. ET

Show this thread

#DYK one in three internet users worldwide is a child? Learn more about Huawei’s #SmartBus project that helps protect children from cyber bullying and threats. #TECH4ALL tinyurl.com/y2kx8j
TechTuesday Q: Are cloud technologies impacting the way people learn in 2020? #AskHuaweiUSA

TechTuesday Q: What is a cloud classroom? #AskHuaweiUSA

TechTuesday Q: How is Huawei progressing the world of education? #AskHuaweiUSA

TechTuesday Q: Why is Huawei getting involved in schools? #AskHuaweiUSA
@HuaweiUSA • Aug 4
#TechTuesday Q: Does anyone even use Huawei smart solutions for schools?
#AskHuaweiUSA

@HuaweiUSA • Aug 4
#TechTuesday Q: What are the benefits to e-teaching?
#AskHuaweiUSA

@HuaweiUSA • Aug 4
#TechTuesday Q: How is Huawei’s technology used in schools?
#AskHuaweiUSA

@HuaweiUSA • Aug 4
TechTuesday Q: Doesn’t Huawei steal data from schools it works with?
We recently teamed up with @AnalysysMason to find out how #5G and #AI can enable a greener world. Check out our Green 5G White Paper.

tinyurl.com/yy9emz2e

According to HUAWEI's Green 5G report, advanced connectivity, cloud computing, AI and the IoT

Economies that can't converse, can't commerce. Globalization produces growth, creativity and innovation. This is how we harmonize.

tinyurl.com/y3f2g3ub

Join Joe Barrett, president of @gsacom for a conversation with @mohamedfadkour, @neil_sahota and @WillTownTech about technology bringing us into a more efficient, intelligent “normal.” Register today and don’t miss the event at 2 p.m. ET on August 5. tinyurl.com/y6xo9rth
Day or night, capture all of Italy's stunning sights with the Huawei P40 Pro.

It's almost time to tune into a conversation with Huawei's Mohamed Madkour and thought leaders @neil_sahota and @willtowntech as they break down how AI will create more intelligent and efficient 5G networks. It's happening at 2 p.m. ET. tinyurl.com/y6xo9rth

Developing smart schools to help make teaching simpler than ever - see how Huawei & Beijing Normal University work together to deploy 5G across campus.

Our webinar on AI and 5G is today! Join Huawei's Mohamed Madkour, professor Neil Sahota and analyst Will Townsend today at 2 p.m. ET as they discuss how AI applications can make 5G more intelligent and efficient. Join us now! tinyurl.com/y6xo9rth

NOW STREAMING
WEBINAR: HOW AI APPLICATIONS WILL MAKE 5G NETWORKS MORE INTELLIGENT AND EFFICIENT
SCAN TO REGISTER AND WATCH
Taking care of yourself has never been so easy, thanks to the #WatchGT. #SelfCareDay

Custom Workout Mode - Rock Climbing

What’s your phone background? Have you ever thought that you’re carrying art in your pocket?

On the hunt for a new smartwatch? Look no further than Huawei’s #WatchGT2e. 9to5Google breaks down all you need to know about the device. https://tinyurl.com/ycm86d5e

The #MatePadPro is a killer laptop that can greatly boost your productivity. Read Goosed’s full review. https://tinyurl.com/ycz4u4zq
What's it like working at Huawei? Follow Karina as she takes you on a tour of our Oxhorn Campus in stunning DongGuan. #WeAreHuawei

Hear five women leaders discuss the value of women's representation in the cybersecurity industry. #TrustInTech
https://tinyurl.com/y73sj7mq

It's not women versus men. We are here to collaborate and help us move forward.
Olivera Zatezalo
Chief Security Officer
Huawei Canada

Another #TechTuesday? This one is going down at 4pm ET on 7/28. Share your questions about how technology is transforming the healthcare industry and our own #TimDanks will be sharing answers on @HuaweiUSA on Twitter. #AskHuaweiUSA
https://tinyurl.com/y6uu6uyp

Experience the Alpine glaciers like never before, all captured with the #Mate30Pro.
On July 28, Huawei's #TimDanks will be joining Debra Ruh of Ruh Global Impact, Lori Golden of Ernst and Young, Alicia Hawley of Dell Technologies and Jacqueline Lewis of Hilton Garden Inn in Palm Beach Gardens to discuss technology and innovation for individuals with unique needs. Register today to hold your spot!

https://tinyurl.com/y6ymwpqw

On day 1 of Huawei's #BWS, Rotating Chairman Guo Ping stressed that tech synergy will unlock #5G's potential & drive commercial success. Industry experts & millions of attendees from over 80 countries explored how ICT can power new economic growth.

https://tinyurl.com/y4zm4wck

Do you recognize this stunning city? #P40Pro
Carriers need to fortify 4 areas of network construction & business development to unleash network potential and encourage business growth as COVID-19 persists, said President of Carrier BG Ryan Ding. At Huawei's #BWS, guest speakers also shared the new values #5G brings to industries. Learn more: https://tinyurl.com/y6no5bml

#5G's the life source of the telecom industry, shares President of Carrier BG Ryan Ding at Huawei's #BWS. Carriers must make wise & strategic decisions and work with a tech partner that has the right expertise to growth their business. Learn more:
https://tinyurl.com/y3nsvhj

Connectivity is not about keeping some parts of the world connected, but everyone connected. Check out Benjamin's story.
#FutureIsConnected
Learn the various ways ICT is providing valuable ways to more effectively combat the spread of COVID-19 and boost post-pandemic economic recovery at Huawei’s Better World Summit on July 27-29. Register here. https://tinyurl.com/yd4r2r7g

A greener world is possible with the help of #5G – just take a look at the Green 5G White Paper revealed during day 2 of #BWS. https://tinyurl.com/yy9em2e

If you are on a budget and are looking for a pair of quality wireless earbuds, look no further than Huawei’s #FreeBuds3i. Find out more about the device via Android Authority. https://tinyurl.com/y5jdoo5m

Happy #InternationalTigerDay! 🐯_today, we’re celebrating the protection of tigers & their environment through the use of technology. Learn more about #TECH4ALL & how we’re helping to protect big cats: https://tinyurl.com/ybaa8ls8
Tiger numbers have dwindled for decades. But tech now enables experts to gather data in real time and better protect the species & its habitat. Watch to learn more & read about #Huawei #TECH4ALL #InternationalTigerDay https://tinyurl.com/yxfj5qon

Dr. Feng Limin
National Forestry and Grassland Administration
Junior Tiger and Amur Leopard Monitoring and Research Center, China

But now it's changing

Huawei USA
July 29 at 11:24 AM •

Check out Debra Ruh's article about how we can achieve gender equality by inspiring and inviting a new generation of women to work in tech. #Tech4Her https://tinyurl.com/y6k7r9nk

Women in the Digital Era
INCLUSION, EQUALITY, LEADERSHIP
By Debra Ruh

Huawei USA
July 29 at 12:03 PM

Capture your best looks with the Huawei P40Pro.

Huawei USA
July 29 at 2:23 PM •

Technology can help to create a smarter, greener and more connected world. At Huawei’s #BWS, Corporate SVP Catherine Chen says collaboration & creativity will ensure no one gets left behind. This is everyone’s future. #FutureisConnected #TECH4ALL https://tinyurl.com/y2uvfv8r
The future is on its way. Making roads safer with technology.

Huawei has filed a patent for cutting edge technology to combat this deadly phenomenon.

More than 1 million cases and 40,000 deaths - these staggering numbers show just how drastically the pandemic has changed our society. If you missed our Huawei Cloud online conference, tune in as Huawei's Deng Tao, Qiao Nan and Mark Chen discuss how technologies like #cloud and #AI can help fight against the pandemic.

#TECH4ALL http://tinyurl.com/ybz5syc2

5G has the potential to change our lives for the better. Huawei's Paul Scanlan and industry leaders discuss how 5G networks are being implemented around the world. https://tinyurl.com/y4wz8vnc

5G can offer an opportunity to save lives. It is transformative and you can deploy it in different ways. But you need incentives, you need collaborations, and different mindsets.

- Paul Scanlan

Chief Technology Officer of Huawei's Carrier Business Group

Stop and admire the view. 24 hours in New Zealand, captured on the #P40Pro. #ExperienceEverything
JOE calls the Huawei #WatchGT2e stylish, comfortable, affordable and most importantly, well performing. [https://tinyurl.com/y2fbh97j](https://tinyurl.com/y2fbh97j)

Heart rate (bpm)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>162</td>
<td>178</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Heart rate (bpm)
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Time (min)

Extreme 8 min

Anaerobic 85 min

Find out how to make best use of Petal Search to find all your favorite apps, hassle free.

We're proud that the Huawei #P40ProPlus was named Best of Android: Mid-2020 camera winner! [https://tinyurl.com/yy95kgch](https://tinyurl.com/yy95kgch)
Bring dreams to live with the M pencil and the MatePadPro. 

#ExperienceEverything

Huawei USA

#1 in the world 😊😊 what an achievement! Experience visionaryphotography, style & innovation with Huawei. 
https://tinyurl.com/yylh88ts

Huawei takes the lead
Global smartphone shipments

Samsung  Huawei

Source: Canalys BBC
Take a gander at the beautiful Grassi Lake Trail in Canada, all shot on the P40. #ExperienceEverything

We're all seeking a simple, smart & green answer to meeting the huge power requirements of the data-driven 5G world. #DigitalPower
https://tinyurl.com/y46r3v63

Digital Power for a Digital World

CONNECTIVITY THAT CARES.
It's still summer, but we're starting to think about school starting up. Tune in at 2 p.m. ET for a #TechTuesday Q&A with Daniel Sieberg about Huawei's role in education. #AskHuaweiUSA
https://tinyurl.com/y6uu6uyyp

#TECHTUESDAY
EDUCATION Q&A
with Daniel Sieberg
VP, Public Relations
at Huawei USA
August 4, at 2 p.m. ET

Day or night, you can’t deny the beauty of Italy. #P40Pro #ThatsAmore

Connect your Huawei devices with just one tap and experience how #seamlessconnectivity works its charm in your everyday life.
It's vital to leverage technology to make the internet a safe place for children. [Education4All](https://tinyurl.com/yy2kt6j)

Tune in to hear Huawei's VP of Wireless Networks Marketing & Solutions Mohamed Madkour discuss how growth-oriented policies will enable people to enjoy the maximum value and benefits of 5G. He will be speaking with professor Neil Sahota and analyst Will Townsend on August 5 at 2 p.m. ET. Register now.

[WEBINAR: HOW AI APPLICATIONS WILL MAKE 5G NETWORKS MORE INTELLIGENT AND EFFICIENT](https://tinyurl.com/y6xo9rth)

Read how the Huawei ICT Academy is helping cultivate a talent ecosystem to support the growth of the ICT industry.

Huawei's growth is thanks to the company's enormous investment in R&D and innovation. [TruthMatters](https://tinyurl.com/y9q2kqwd)

---

**WEBINAR:** **HOW AI APPLICATIONS WILL MAKE 5G NETWORKS MORE INTELLIGENT AND EFFICIENT**

With Dr. Mohamed Madkour, VP Global Wireless & Cloud Core Network Marketing and Solutions, Huawei Technologies

Professor Neil Sahota, Chief Innovation Officer, University of California, Irvine School of Law

Joe Barrett, President, Global Mobile Suppliers Association (Moderator)

Will Townsend, Telecommunications Industry Analyst

**REGISTER NOW**

Wed., August 5, 2-3 p.m. EST

**RCR**

**Huawei**
Free yourself from tangled wires, bulky bricks and low-battery anxiety. Your phone is going to love this. [Link](https://tinyurl.com/yypdabe6)

These days it seems impossible to keep our mobile devices charged...

Different regions have different education needs, but Huawei is here to meet them all. See how we’re supporting schools in Sichuan and beyond. #Education4All [Link](https://tinyurl.com/y6za3e8l)

Economies that can’t converse, can’t commerce. Globalization produces growth, creativity and innovation. This is how we harmonize. [Link](https://tinyurl.com/y3f2g3ub)
#ICT plays a key role in improving energy efficiency and reducing greenhouse gas emissions. How? Take a look at our Green 5G White Paper released during this year's #BWS. [https://tinyurl.com/yy9emz2e](https://tinyurl.com/yy9emz2e)

According to HUAWEI’s Green 5G report, advanced connectivity, cloud computing, AI and the IoT

Uncover the limitless potential that come with AI and 5G. Join Joe Barrett, president of GSA for a conversation with panelists including Huawei's Dr. Mohamed Madkour, analyst Will Townsend and Professor Neil Sahota, Chief Innovation Officer, University of California, Irvine School of Law. You can tune in at 2 p.m. ET on August 5. [https://tinyurl.com/y6xo9rth](https://tinyurl.com/y6xo9rth)

Hello, my name is Joe Barrett.

Students must have access to the resources they need to optimize their learning experience. With #5G, we’re bringing them more chances for flexible learning. [https://tinyurl.com/y38tmlgd](https://tinyurl.com/y38tmlgd)

Every student needs a backpack.
When the dot com bubble burst, a lot of companies folded. But Huawei forged on. #WeAreHuawei https://tinyurl.com/y2839rq5

Have you registered? At 2 p.m. ET Huawei's Mohamed Madkour will be speaking alongside thought leaders Neil Sahota and Will Townsend about how AI is set to create more intelligent and efficient 5G networks. Don't miss it. https://tinyurl.com/y6xo9rth

Join us now for today's webinar to hear Huawei's Mohamed Madkour, along with experts Neil Sahota and Will Townsend to discuss how AI can create more intelligent and efficient 5G networks. It's happening at 2 p.m. ET. https://tinyurl.com/y6xo9rth

NOW STREAMING
WEBINAR: HOW AI APPLICATIONS WILL MAKE 5G NETWORKS MORE INTELLIGENT AND EFFICIENT
SCAN TO REGISTER AND WATCH

RCR HUAWEI